
It’s really a pleasure for me to be here today.  I came to Wisconsin about 7 
years ago and am everyday still amazed with the aquatic resources that this 
state is blessed with.  I’m very proud to stand up here today as chief of our 
DNR aquatic research program.  I firmly believe that the investment this 
state has made in science and research, coupled with a public that is so 
committed, is the primary reason we’ve been able to protect and enhance 
the lakes of this state as well as we have.  That being said, I think we all 
know we’ve got a lot of challenges when in comes to lakes protection Todayknow we ve got a lot of challenges when in comes to lakes protection.  Today 
I’m going to talk to you about how we can use science to help us manage 
and control aquatic invasive plants.  I need to acknowledge several 
colleagues, fellow researchers… as well as many other colleages at the 
DNR including our DNR lake coordinators.  I’m going to focus my talk today 
on aquatic invasive plants and algae.  I have spent a good portion of my life 
UNDER water studying native habitats, as well as struggling through beds of 
invasives…
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I like this comic, because I think it’s a great illustration of how sometimes when you 
mix 2 species that are not used to being in close proximity to each other, there are 
sometime very obvious winners and losers.  Very much like the aliens shown here, 
on our planet, people are major ecosystem engineers.  We change ecosystems 
everyday on purpose to suit our needs.  Also, simply because we have gotten so 
efficient at moving from one part of the planet to another, we can inadvertently 
transport and spread species from continent to continent in a matter of hours.  
Today I want to talk to you about the role of science in invasive speciesToday I want to talk to you about the role of science in invasive species 
management.  Science is often listed as a “perspective” along with many other 
critical perspectives necessary to solve any problem.  I’d argue that it belongs in the 
mix but under a slightly different framework.  Science is not a perspective… it’s 
basically a way to get truthful information.  Debate from people of different 
perspectives is obviously most productive if are arguing over what to do with the 
facts… not on the facts themselves.  So, I see science as a foundation for informed 
ecosystem management and this is a major theme you will see throughout this talk.
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So first I’d like to introduce the troublesome species and I’m going with an analogy 
to start off with.  So here’s a recent copy of the FBI’s most wanted list.  This is a list, 
that as good citizens of this country, we should all be aware of and inform the 
proper authorities if you happen to spot any of them.  I have heard that many of 
these fugitives have an affinity for lakes, so please keep an eye out.  Anyways, 
along this same line, I’d like to introduce…
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The DNR’s 10 most unwanted invasives!  Plants and algae.  I know, it’s kind of 
scary what you can do in ppt.  Let’s take a look at a few of these in more detail…
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This rule, coupled with the recently adopted rules on VHS the fish disease…
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If we knew more, we could manage better.  Define problem better.g
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Knowing where a like might fall, will help plan appropriate management.  Id g g g
lakes ahead of time that need more attention.
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Significant difference by ecoregion, with the southeast higher than the north.  g y g g
In SE, frequencies of EWM were highest in headwater drainage, then lowland 
drainage, and lowest in seepage.  This makes sense, based on increased 
nutrients further down drainage area.  In Central and NLF, a different trend 
occurred, with headwater drainage having the lowest incidences of EWM, 
and lowland drainage lakes having the highest.  
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We spend millions annually.  And we want to know if we’re spending wisely, or at the 
least, what we are getting.  Strategic vs non strategic somewhere.
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How to spend $4 million wisely?
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In defining BMP, part of this is continually evaluating new tools.  So, not only 
evaluating what we already have and the most strategic use, but also new tools.
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